Yankee Beemers Motorcycle Club
Holiday Issue

December — 2016

Membership renewals DUE NOW !

YB Winter Gathering !
Feb 4th 2017
Warren Inn
529 Ashland St Ashland Ma 01721
6-10 PM
$30.00 per person
Please join us once again at the Warren Inn in
Ashland Mass. The Warren Inn is nice secret tucked
away in the woods of Ashland Mass with great
banquet facilities and an Inn on the property.
Door prizes and surprises from many dealers and
manufactures.

Be sure to do this party right and get a room($99)
and really enjoy the festivities.

For Accommodations contact the Warren Inn at :
(508) 231-3000
web site
http://www.warrencenter.com
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Last years
party
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Prez Says

Ken Springhetti

Greetings YB Nation.
I hope that everyone had a happy Thanksgiving and has recovered from the annual exercise of avoiding political discussions at
the dinner table. I am thankful that the election is over and we
can go back our regularly scheduled internet oil threads.
We had our monthly breakfast last Sunday at the Willowbrook
Restaurant. Thank you to everyone who rode to eat with us.
There were many new and old familiar faces. I was happy to see
a parking lot full of motorcycles. The fellow on the Grom was
particularly entertaining…
We held our annual election as well. There vigorous and spirited
debate between the candidates about the future of the club,
where we’re going, where we’ve been, and which one of the
front runners will most likely Make The YB’s Great Again. I’d like
to congratulate all the candidates for running a clean campaign
and keeping the advertising positive. Its truth that we have all
pretty much accepted that synthetic is in fact better than dino,
whale or olive oil, and it will be the incumbents who again lead
Team YB to glory in 2017. Just kidding, we all ran unopposed.
Peanut oil is the best if you’re frying a turkey, but the clutch will
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slip if you put it in your spiffy new wethead.

President: Ken Springhetti
Vice President: Rich “Catfish” Roy
Secretary: Karl Renneker
Treasurer: Jim Sanders
Forum: Gary Nelson
Publisher: Dana Lewis
Editor: Dwight Nevins
YB Store Manager: Rich Roy
Board of Directors:
Duncan Cooper, Bill Cusack, John Gamel
Steve Martin, Todd Truex, Dan Walton
Rally Chairs
Pemi River: Eric Kugler, John Shields, Duncan Cooper.
Jamaica Fall Campout: Bill Cusack and Jim Sanders
Holiday Party: Bill Cusack
Damn Yankees: Ken Springhetti
It has been an honor serving Yankee Beemers these past 2
years. It has been a learning experience, and I would like to express my sincere appreciation for the opportunity to serve our
club.
Keep riding !
-Ken
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Wallace Wears One Out !

“ I ride a lot “

It happened on my commute home from Gloucester to beautiful
downtown Chelsea. It’s normally a pretty easy ride home, but on this
day, my 2004 R1150RT would take its last ride on the back of a Phil’s
Towing and Recovery Services flatbed. I have made this commute on
this bike more than a thousand times. My mind always wandering as I
pass the lovely towns along the north shore while blasting down the Yankee Division Highway…Magnolia in Gloucester, Manchester by the Sea,
Beverly, Salem, and so on. I think about how great it would be if I lived
in any of these towns where I would only have to deal with a 10 mile
commute versus a 35 mile commute. My life would be so much easier if
I lived on the north shore.
Nothing is easy where I live…nothing. It’s a pain to park, it’s a pain
to go to the grocery store, it’s a pain to go anywhere, it’s loud, in general-it sucks. People tell me how great it must be to have all the conveniences of the city and how easy it must be. Nah ah. Nope. Forget it. It
sucks. Don’t get me started. Where was I? Oh, back to this final commute on the RT. The knocking started just before Exit 16. I could hear it
with ear plugs in and music blaring; wow was it loud. I am not unfamiliar
with this bike breaking down. It has jockeyed a flatbed at least 10 times
in the 11 years I’ve owned it. With close to 160,000 on the clock, this
would be the last time. The bike was brought to the crew at Second
Wind and I got the call from the ICU a couple days later—It’s dead, the
engine is gone.
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I took the news pretty well and didn’t get
caught up in really
thinking about what
has happened until
now. What should I
do with this bike? It
belongs in a museum or on display or
something. It has
been to more places
than most people in
their lifetime. I picked it up in 2005 from a private seller in Arlington, VA
with 500 miles on it. The adventure started there. I would ride this bike
at least 10,000 miles per year for the next 11 years. In 2011, it was
30,590 miles for the year, for realz. I never really think this distance riding is a big deal until I talk to anyone who isn’t familiar with this subculture of motorcyclists. Every year when I bring it in to Parkway Cycles
for the inspection, they ask the mileage, I tell them, and the guy calls
over his buddies and tells them and they are blown away by it. It’s not a

big deal, really. My response

is always: “I ride a lot.”

Back to my point about this bike being in a museum. It’s not an original
idea. Back in 2001, long distance legend Bob Hall rode his R1100RT
12,247 miles in the Iron Butt Rally. During that rally, it was announced at
Leg 1 that if you rode to Prudhoe Bay, Alaska “you may win.” Bob chose
not to make that ride and eight others took the chance and chased the
500,000 bonus points. One of the knowns in the Iron Butt Rally is that
the point values will increase with each leg. People have different strategies with this event and there are so many variables to consider. Anyway, fast forward to Leg 3 and when the bonus locations were passed
around, it was announced that if you made the trip to Prudhoe Bay during
this leg “you will win.” The time window was so tight that you couldn’t
make any mistakes and had to have perfect border crossings. Bob and
two others took the risk for the 1,000,000 bonus points. Three went up
and only one came down. Bob made it and the two others were time
barred resulting in a DNF. Bob Hall won the 2001 Iron Butt Rally and all
the glory along with a tiny trophy of a globe. This is such a great story
and worthy of more ink. I invite you all to read more about this on the
Iron Butt Rally website. Bob’s RT is on display at Sandia BMW in Albuquerque, NM. A well deserved resting place for a legendary bike.
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Wallace Wears one Out (cont)
Is my bike as legendary as Bob’s? Not sure. We all love our bikes and my
bike is no more special than yours. I’m sure there are many of you with
more miles on your bikes than mine. I am sure you have all taken better
care of your bikes than me too. That’s on me. My RT is dead because of
engine old age and neglect by yours truly. I think about it a lot. I have lost
sleep thinking about all the things I should have done for my poor RT. Why
do we have this kind of relationship with our bikes? I’m not kidding, I’ve lost
sleep thinking about it. I have abused this bike over and over again. It has
tried to communicate with me too; breaking down at the most inopportune
moments. I have crossed the country on this thing several times over. I
have made an annual trip to the Midwest since I’ve owned it and it has broken down on me a few times during that trip. On a ride to Indy for MotoGP
it broke down. During the Rendez-vous Rally it broke down on me in a year
where I was certain I was going to win. Our own Jim Sanders had to bring
my luggage down from Canada for me that year—thanks again, Jim.
Somewhere in BF Maine it puked fluid all over the place and I had to wait a
day for a tow truck to find me and take it away. Silly thing. Riding the
beautiful skyline parkway in Duluth, MN the alternator decided to shut the
fun down early. I coasted down the hill for about five miles laughing in my
helmet. Three kids pushed me to Aerostich where I parked and waited for
the truck. Flat tires in twelve different states. Once, Marc Waegemann,
Valerie Brown, and I were having fun zipping around the roads of southern
New Hampshire when the hull sensor died (wtf is a hull sensor?). Everything locked leaving a generous skid mark that is still there; surprisingly, I
kept it upright so, yeah, I’m cool. Whenever I ride by that skid, I can’t help
but feel proud. That time, the tow truck was a Second Wind van. I ride in
the winter which is often not smart. One time in Somerville, I touched the
breaks on some ice and the RT dropped to the ground and slid across an
intersection. Scratch that “I’m cool” line. Dumb. The big mileage year, in
2011, I did the Iron Butt Rally and wouldn’t you know it, it broke down then
too. Simultaneous final drive and fuel pump failures in the heat of Amarillo,
TX. No bueno. I had the bike towed to Albuquerque and I was able to finish the rally on a borrowed darkside 1997 Kawasaki Vulcan 500 LTD. Full
throttle=80 mph with a favorable wind. Bob Hall saved my hide and coordinated everything for me in Albuquerque. I am laughing now, but when all of
these things happened, I was in what I would call “the suck.”
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What about the good times? There have been plenty and that is why
I have a problem getting rid of this bike. I look at it and instantly think
about all those rides with all those friends and all the times when it
was just that silly little RT and me chasing the next corner or the long
stretches of slab. I think about all of the work that went into customizing the RT to fit just one pilot—me. How about all of the competitive
rallies? We won the 2012 Minuteman 1000 and the 2013 inaugural
Nutmeg 400 together. We consistently landed on the podium in nearly every rally we’ve done together. The trip to Carhenge in the middle
of nowhere Nebraska just because. The time we passed a double R
on the track (no lie). Riding through slushy snow in Montana. The
many times riding through the night seeing the sun set and then the
sun rise in the rear view mirror. Riding through the weird rain in South
Dakota where it was raining on the rear tire and dry on the front. The
time we passed a cow in the right lane in Wyoming where cattle run
free for some reason. Cruising Miami beach on a Saturday night.
The 30 minute conversation I had with local law enforcement on the
Blue Ridge Parkway explaining what all the farkles do. Riding on the
sidewalk at ground zero in Manhattan chasing down a bonus location.
Our first saddle sore to Atlanta. Being followed by a helicopter for 30
miles in Kansas. Almost riding through 48 states in 10 days. The
time Nicky Hayden said “nice bike” in a hotel parking lot in Austin.
Sleeping on it somewhere in northern Vermont. Crossing the mighty
Mackinac. The time street toughs in Milwaukee egged us. Rascals.
Catching air on Roaring Run Road in southern Virginia. The roads, all
the great roads around the country this bike has been on or broken
down on. Story after story after story.
I’m still not sure what I am going to do with the RT. It is not going to
ride the roads of New England again, but maybe pieces of it will—
Does anyone need a slightly used hull sensor? I come back to the
question of why we love these bikes and talk about them like they are
part of us. We all have a relationship with our bikes and those that
know—know. In her book The Perfect Vehicle, Melissa Pierson explains it like this: “Riding a motorcycle can make you feel joyous,
powerful, peaceful, frightened, vulnerable, and back out to happy
again, perhaps in the same ten miles. It is life compressed, its own
answer to the question ‘Why?’” Way better explanation than I can

offer, I

just ride a lot.
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Secretary’s Notations
Karl Renneker
@yankeebeemers

Contrary to popular belief, the lack of my column in recent months
is not due to a permanent vacation (via motorcycle, section 8, or
otherwise.) Although it was a fantastic riding season and time on
my bike certainly distracted me from my writing duties. We had
some meetings, we had some great rides, and we are planning a
great 2017 !
As for “official” secretary notes: The October meeting was
blessed with weather that felt more like spring than fall. I counted 42 bikes in the parking lot and we had 3 new members. November’s weather was much more New Englandy – grey skies
and a misty drizzle that was barely above freezing. We still had
over 40 members (including a new member) at the breakfast, but
only 12 bikes. I did see a very cool camo Ural complete with
sidecar. I snapped a picture for the official club Instagram.
One year ago I decided to start a club Instagram and made it a bit
of personal pet project. I am diligent to make it an omniscient narration of the club – not to treat it as my personal Instagram. My
goal is to show the world the fun we have as a club and attract
more like-minded riders. We have over 150 followers! I’ve been
able to promote our club and learn about lots of other cool events
in the greater motorcycle community.
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For example there is a nascent moto night that meets every
third Thursday at Tamper Café in Medford. It was started to fill the
void left by the end of the former Moto Mart gatherings. It’s a fun
night with a very diverse mix of bikes. I also found out about a
birthday party for Vintage Steele out of Vermont. Vintage Steele
is a burgeoning custom shop run by two young men who are
working 7 days a week to make their shop successful! A couple
YBs and I rode up to check it out. They were honored some grey
beards from Massachusetts rode all the way up to Vermont on
a Sunday afternoon to help them celebrate.

Make sure to follow @yankeebeemers on Instagram.
The last official note pertains to the administration for 2017:
Ken Springhetti – Prez,
Rich Roy – Veep,
Jim Sanders – Uncle Pennybags,
Karl Renneker – Illiterate Secretary.
Board of Directors: Duncan Cooper, Bill Cusack, John Gamel,
Steve Martin, Todd Truex, Dan Walton.
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Editors View

Dwight Nevins

Christmas Presents !
As I reported last month my personal situation has changed a bit
I will not be slaving at the Data Quarries in South Quincy any
longer. I already miss my friends there still serving their time.
But I can meet them on Fridays for lunch out (and gloat a little).
I DON’T miss the traffic that took 30 minutes to travel 7 miles ,
even on my fastest days. I certainly don’t miss the Red Tape
that was a huge part of my indentured servitude . The only red
tape I hope to see is maybe new rim strips on the Lesters of my
new R100S !
So I have been cleaning out the clutter that had managed to
creep all over our dwelling place over the last 30 or so years .
Ten bags of junk a week to the Curbside for my new best friend
( Jose the Trash Guy) to haul to New Bedford for OUTGOING
processing.
Well that left enough space in my below house garage to bring
in some upgrades : A new workbench and generator from our
good friend Kevin McDonnough when he vacated his DeluxBury
home of 25 years to spend the Winter in Palm Springs California
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I had found plans for building a wooden work table for motorcycle
projects on the White Horse Gear website :
http://www.whitehorsegear.com/media/pdfs/masi3-platform.pdf

I had gone as far as collecting the wood for it’s
construction .
I asked my Moto Guru
Patrick Sullivan over to
discuss some of the details of my upcoming project . Pat is a professional
mechanic, and knows
what works and what
doesn’t .
He surveyed the situation and asked
“Why don’t you just buy a Lift you cheap S.o.B.?”
Well cause … Blah Blah Blah / Yadda yadda Yadda , I’m cheap.
Fortunately this happened on Black Friday 2016 , and he told me
the Harbor freight lift was ON SALE ! PLUS he offered to go pick it
up with me right then and there .
OK OK OK I’ll
explain it to
Babs later when
she axes me
where it came
from … I’ll tell
her Pat made
me do it !

Wait , I’ll call it a Christmas present !
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So off to Westgate Mall in Brockton on Black Friday :
GREAT IDEA ! Well we got to the store and there we saw 5 lifts
stacked right next to the exit door ! Half an hour and 300 bucks
later we were headed back to Holbrook .
Uncrated and setup on the earthen floor at the back of my
newly reclaimed space, Only a Little levelling was required . I had
fears that the lift wouldn’t be stable ( see my nightmare below )
So we started
small, The
Yamaha AT1
was the first
volunteer to go
on , at about
200 lbs it was
a pretty easy
test . I changed
out the throttle
cable which
had snapped at Heath in the heat of the Gymkahan competition .
Easy access , good visibility , and NO MORE LAYING MY 255
LBS bulk on the floor ! Job finished in 15 mins !
Our friend
Rachael Sullivan
was asked to
perform a torture
test to see if we
could detect any
possibility of the
nightmare coming true , No sign
of instability at
all !
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So four more projects lined up :
(1) New chain and sprockets for the Vstrom.
(2) Front brakes on the R100
(3) Long term residency for the SL350 !
Merry Christmas to ME ! ...

NEXT ?
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Sartorial Splendor or The Evolution of Attire –
by boldorbill

I am an old hippy. In my late teens and early twenties I
made a small attempt at being “glamourous”. Flowers where embroidered on my bellbottom jeans. I wore sandals, beads, sometimes a head band and maybe an occasional feather or two. I
was cool. But I soon transitioned into the “back to nature, functional, gritty, no glamour,” hippy; plain jeans, work boots, teeshirts, Salvation Army shirts and army surplus coats. No flowers,
feathers or other superfluous finery. “Glamour” was for the bourgeois establishment. It mattered that my clothing looked like it
didn’t matter what my clothing looked like. I was so cool that being cool was not cool.

I bought my first motorcycle in 1972 (1968 R69S). The
only accessory I bought was a pair of old style split lens goggles
(sweet). There was no helmet law at that time in Nebraska. Helmets cost money. I did not wear a helmet. I already owned a
leather jacket (non-motorcycle type from the Salvation Army) and
a pair of leather work gloves. I always wore blue jeans and work
boots. I got cold and wet on occasion, but in those early years I
never ventured far from home on the motorcycle. Anything overnight or longer was in my VW bus, with my dog (I had a really
cool dog).
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In 1980 I moved to Canaan N.Y. Here “Big Brother” now
told me my head was precious and that I must behave accordingly. I picked up a half shell Buco at a tag sale for five bucks
(precious). The goggles where cumbersome with the helmet. I
found that old style safety glasses (Think Buddy Holly with the
screens on the side) worked quite well. I also made my first major motorcycle accessory purchase, a Belstaff waxed cotton riding jacket for the staggering cost of around $160. This was soon
followed by a cheap pair of vinyl rain pants. I was ready for the
road.
In 1983 I attended my first rally, the BMWMOA National
at Lake Placid. I made friends with some folks from the area and
now entered into the BMW motorcycle community. I started to
journey farther from home. I wore my Buco and Belstaff. I hit a
deer in 1988. Air born at 30mph me, Belstaf and Buco bounced
beautifully. That next winter I bought a 1975 R90/6. I also picked
up a pair of rust colored (yuck) split cowhide chaps for $20 off the
closeout table at a local tack shop. Not much to look at but they
did provide protection and warmth.
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Getting old has precious few benefits. I may be wiser, but
I am also “wiser” enough to question this. I am not an ATGATT
guy (all the gear, all the time) (wise?) Maybe I lack experience. I
am not as wise as Jack P. I was only going 30 when I hit my
deer (he was doing 80). I am a “most of the gear, most of the
time” kind of guy. I try and wear as much protection as is comfortable. I promise that I have never ridden in shorts and flip
flops. My riding apparel has improved over the years though, this
in part because as I get older, folks around me get older – and
unfortunately some even die, leaving behind a widow with riding
gear they have no use for. Around the turn of the century I purchased a nice modern Belstaff jacket and pants suit, cheap, from
a coworker who had recently become a widow. This also came
with a nice pair of Italian motorcycle boots. The boots went in the
closet. In 2009 I purchased a well broken-in one piece Aerostitch
Roadcrafter suit from the widow of a friend. Cost was not a factor, but it was a good deal. I think about him when I put the suit
on. I like that. It also goes well with the K75 that I had bought
around the same time. This was my first motorcycle with a windshield and strong alternator. I went off the deep end and bought
an electric jacket to go under my “Stitch”. I am getting old ya
know. The Roadcrafter also came with a full face helmet. Around
this time I also started to wear eye glasses. The full face works
well with glasses - and the rain and cold (and probably crashes).
But on a warm sunny day - I don’t like it.
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Now you may wonder what has motivated this whole ramble. Leather. About ten years ago I picked up a leather riding suit at
the Finger Lakes rally, cheap. The jacket is nice, but when I put on
the pants – eww - just not me. They went in the closet, next to the
Italian boots. I did not wear them again - until two years ago. I
bought a 1984 smoke grey R100RS (yup, a good deal) and what to
my utter amazement, I had this overwhelming urge to put on my
leather jacket, black leather pants and Italian boots. Woo hoo, oh
what a feeling. This matters. My black leather bottom melds with
the machine. My fine Italian boot encased feet feel the pulses of
the engine. The bike and I are one, fast and smooth. I feel the
force, and it is the dark side. I am
Darth Vader. Wow, I am way so
cool.
Ah, sartorial splendor.
I wonder if I can find
any of my old love beads?
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Duncan Cooper Remembers :
It only was four years ago, but it seems like eternity. I was
coming back from Jiminy Peak, YB Breakfast in 2012.
Mark Waegmann had just announced he was Term Limited.
I had only been a member of the YB for about two years. To
me it was mostly for the Rallies. I had the fortunate opportunity to sit next to Bob Blethen, whom had a history on Marthas Vineyard. Bob and I were talking about the measures
Mark said he might have to take if no one stepped up to be
the next President. He did not let on that he was thinking of
what would happen if no one stepped up to be President. We enjoyed a wonderful August ride back to south of
Worcester where I said good by to Bob.
The next think I knew, Bob was the new President. Bob and
I only knew each other casually, but over the next two years
with a little volunteerism, etc.I got to know him a little better. I
was impressed how Bob managed work, stayed married and
did the YB Presidency. On one or more occasions, I asked
Bob how Christine allowed him to do all he did for the
YB. Bob was very helpful in the arguments I have now used
on my wife to get more involved. He once told me a story
about the time he took Christine to the Gathering of the
Clams Rally in RI while he was YB President. He pulled up
to the “quaint cabin” and Christine let him know, “it was not
going to be acceptable”. They spent the weekend at a more
acceptable accommodation. Needless to say, the wisdom I
gathered from Bob was that if you are going to step up,
make sure #1 is taken care of and do not skimp on the accommodations.
Christine has now left us, Bob will be riding alone. As a
member of this club, it is critical to not let him rid alone. I can
speak from experience on losing my second best friend an
number of years ago to Cancer.
Friends get a solo rider through the tragic event and gets
them riding that smooth road toward the other side.
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Bob: You’ll NEVER ride alone ...
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Y B EVENTS Calendar
Sunday Dec 18

Breakfast Mendon

Y B EVENTS Calendar
Feb 4 , 2017

2016 Dates :

2017 Dates :

Winter Fest

Stay Tuned for upcoming excitement
==================================

>>>>>>>>>>>>
DON’T FORGET
TO RENEW
YOUR MEMBERSHIP for 2017
>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Send this form and your payment to:

Yankee Beemers, Inc.
P.O Box 2151
Fitchburg, MA 01420
Please make checks payable to:
Yankee Beemers, Inc.
Name:

Address:

Email:

YB Forum user

Phone/Cell:
Applicationtype:.New☐ Renewal ☐ YB #:

Membership

Regular ($30) ☐

+Additional (name) (+$5) ☐
Non-BMW Owner ($30) ☐
Your Motorcycle(s) :
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Feb 4 2017

Dec 18 2016

Upcoming Events

YB Winter Gathering

2016 Dates :

Breakfast Mendon

2016 Dates :

